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Dynamic Multispectral Imaging Using the Vertical
Overflow Drain Structure
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Abstract— Multispectral imaging enables discrimination of
spectra beyond the 3-D spectral space of human vision. Most
multispectral systems are complex and bulky, and simpler
monolithic designs usually require several pixels in order
to generate one multispectral data point. Here, we use the
vertical overflow drain (VOD) structure to enable monolithic
multispectral imaging in a single pixel. We show that by
controlling the substrate bias voltage it is possible to change
the effective depth of the photodiode, thus enabling dynamic
tuning of the pixel’s spectral response. A small voltage change
(<5 V) is shown experimentally to reduce the red light quantum
efficiency by ∼40%, while the blue light quantum efficiency is
reduced by <10%. Using this effect, we demonstrate an ability
to discriminate between different monochromatic illumination
sources with 20-nm spectral resolution in a single pixel.
In addition, we present an RGB image taken using an off-the-
shelf charge coupled devices with no color filters by relying solely
on the VOD mechanism. Finally, we present process and device
simulations suggesting that this mechanism can be implemented
in any pinned photodiode pixel with a VOD barrier, including
in CMOS image sensors fabricated on n-type starting material.

Index Terms— CMOS image sensors, CCD image sensors,
multispectral imaging, digital photography.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past few decades, multispectral imaging has
been identified as an invaluable tool for many appli-

cations, including military surveillance [1], medical and
biological diagnosis [2], [3], and agriculture [4]. These
techniques usually require a diffractive optical element such
as a prism [5], [6], or a metal grating [7], in order to spatially
spread the spectrum over many pixels. An array of spectral
filters can be implemented on top of the imager to achieve
a similar purpose [8]. Using a filter array is also the most
common technique for RGB color reproduction in modern
image sensors, where each filter transmits only a certain color,
making the pixel it is mounted on sensitive to a certain
fragment of the spectrum. The color reproduction is performed
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in post-processing by interpolating between near-neighbor
pixels with different filters. The most common filter pattern
is the GRGB Bayer pattern [9], although CMY, RGB, and
RGBW arrays are used as well. The use of this method,
for either RGB or multispectral imaging, effectively reduces
the array resolution, since several pixels with different filters
are required in order to reproduce the required color map.
In addition, each filter rejects a significant portion of the
spectrum, thus reducing the amount of light that is integrated
in each pixel.

Foveon sensors [10] present a different approach for color
imaging, by utilizing the wavelength dependent light absorp-
tion length in silicon. A Foveon pixel comprises of a vertical
stack of three PN junctions, each collecting photoelectrons
from a different depth, i.e. from a different spectral range.
Therefore no signal is lost due to filtering, and each photo-site
can generate the full color information without interpolation
and consequently loss of effective resolution.

Another device with a similar operation principal is the
Transverse Field Detector (TFD) [11]. In a TFD pixel
photogenerated charge carriers from different depths are swept
to different collection sites by electric fields generated by
surface electrodes. This device structure allows to dynamically
tune the pixel’s spectral response by controlling the electrode
voltages and therefore the electric fields in the pixel. This
capability, however, comes at the cost of a relatively complex
pixel design that is not compatible with modern Pinned
Photodiode (PPD) architecture [12].

In this paper we present a method to dynamically tune the
spectral response of a pixel by manipulating a mechanism
that is already implemented in generations of image sensors,
called the Vertical Overflow Drain (VOD) shutter. We show
that by changing the substrate bias voltage in a device with
VOD structure it is possible to control the maximal depth
of charge collection, and by that to tune the photodiode’s
spectral response. This principal of operation is similar to
the Foveon and TFD devices in relying on the absorption
depth of light in the silicon rather than on filter arrays that
reduce the effective resolution. In addition it has an important
advantage of being compatible with PPD pixel design with all
its advantages [13]. On the other hand, our purposed method
requires multiple exposures with different substrate biases in
order to reproduce color data, which might be problematic in
certain scenarios.

II. THE VOD SHUTTER MECHANISM

The VOD structure was originally used as a blooming
suppression mechanism in interline-transfer CCDs. In these
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Fig. 1. One-dimensional illustration of the potential levels beneath the
center of a pinned photodiode in a pixel with VOD shutter mechanism.
N-doped regions are marked in orange, and p-doped regions are marked
in blue. (a) It is shown that photoelectrons will be either gathered to the
photodiode or drained to the substrate, depending on were they are generated
relative to the potential barrier. (b) As the substrate bias potential is raised
the potential barrier becomes shallower and long wavelength signal is more
likely to be drained. (c) For certain voltage the p-well becomes completely
depleted and punch-through current starts flowing from the photodiode to the
substrate. (d) For high bias voltages the barrier is removed completley. This
state is usually referred to as “closed” state of the electronic shutter.

devices the photodiode is formed in a lightly doped p-well
in an n-type substrate [14], [15]. When the p-well is depleted
the n-photodiode, p-well and n-substrate act respectively as the
emitter, base, and collector of a vertical BJT in punch-through
mode. When the photodiode saturates, excess charge carriers
cross the depletion region and are drained to the substrate. The
electrons cannot diffuse freely to adjacent photodiodes and
the blooming phenomenon is prevented. When this structure
is combined with a PPD it is possible to use it as a global
electronic shutter: increasing the substrate bias voltage to
a certain value eliminates the potential barrier between the
photodiode and the substrate, and all the electrons stored in
the photodiode are drained [16], [17]. Using this mechanism
the photodiode can be drained just before the desired expo-
sure period starts. The exposure period ends by transferring
the photoelectrons from the photodiode to a storage area.
In addition, we have recently shown that this mechanism
can be used for fast global shuttering for Time-of-Flight and
transient imaging applications [18]. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
a potential barrier, called the VOD barrier, is formed in the
p-well underneath the photodiode. The position of this poten-
tial barrier defines the maximal collection depth of photoelec-
trons, since any electron that will be generated deeper than
the barrier crest will be drained to the chip substrate.

We found that by changing the substrate bias voltage it
is possible to control, not only the barrier height, but its
position as well. Therefore it is possible to control the maximal
electron collection depth, which is the effective depth of the
photodiode, and by that to tune the spectral response of the
pixel. To our best knowledge this work is the first published
demonstration of using the VOD mechanism for tuning the

Fig. 2. Results of the analytical treatment of the 1D problem.
(a) One-dimensional potential cross sections of the electrostatic potential in the
VOD barrier for different substrate bias voltages. These are analytical solu-
tions of (1) for Wp = 5μm, x j0 = 2μm, Vj0 = 3V, and �V = 0 − 10.
These plots are showing that the potential barrier peak moves towards the
silicon surface for increasing bias voltage (blue arrows are for emphasis
of this phenomena). (b) The normalized spectral response for red, green
and blue wavelengths. Calculated by combining expressions (2) and (3)
and substituting for the correct values of α(λ). In this calculation, we are
assuming that the potential barrier maximum defines the photodiode maximal
collection depth - WPD .

spectral response of an image sensor. The physical principles
behind this effect are laid out in the following section.

III. SPECTRAL RESPONSE CONTROL USING

THE VOD BARRIER

A complete analytical treatment of a 1D junction transistor
in punch-through mode was derived by J. Lohstroh et. Al. [19].
Here we will apply this derivation to a photodiode with a
VOD barrier in order to develop understanding of how the
barrier depth and therefore the pixel’s spectral response are
controlled by the substrate bias voltage.

The expression for the potential barrier formed in a depleted
p-well in a sandwich structure between two more highly
n-doped regions is:

V (x) = Vj0

(
2x

x j0
− x2

x2
j0

)
− �V

Wp
x . (1)

In the expression above Wp is the p-well width, �V is the
change in substrate voltage bias, and Vj0, x j0 are the barrier
height and crest location for �V = 0, respectively. The crest’s
location dependence on the substrate voltage, which we will
define as the effective photodiode depth WPD , is:

WP D = x j0

(
1 − xj0

2V j0Wp
�V

)
. (2)

It becomes apparent that by applying higher bias to the
substrate it is possible to reduce the photodiode’s maximal
collection depth WP D . Finally, by assuming that only electrons
generated above the barrier are collected, and by using
Beer-Lambert law [20], we get the following expression for
the photocurrent dependence on the effective photodiode depth
and on the absorption coefficient [21]:

Jp = qφ0
[
1 − e−αWP D

]
. (3)

Here q is the electron charge and α (λ) is the absorption coef-
ficient for a certain wavelength in Silicon, which can be found
in published tables [22]. Fig. 2a demonstrates the shift in the
potential barrier for different substrate bias. Using (2) and (3)
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Fig. 3. The response of the simulated photodiode to light with different
wavelength versus the substrate bias voltage. Each point on the plot was
extracted by setting the specified voltage in the substrate electrode, and then
“exposing” the device to monochromatic illumination. Finally the transfer gate
was open and the potential in the floating diffusion was measured. A drop of
up to 50% can be observed in the response to long wavelengths, while the
response to short wavelengths drops by less than 10%. The sharp decrease
in response for V>10 is due to the VOD barrier being reduced, creating a
strong punch-through current that drains the photodiode.

it is now possible to obtain a theoretical spectral response for
simple photodiode designs. For example, Fig. 2b shows the
spectral response for a device with Wp = 5μm, x j0 = 2μm,
and Vj0 = 3V, for red (λ = 0.67μm), green (λ = 0.56μm),
and blue (λ = 0.47μm) wavelengths. It is clear from the plot
that each wavelength has significantly different response to a
varying substrate voltage.

IV. TCAD SIMULATIONS OF A PPD PIXEL

WITH VOD BARRIER

The analytical model in the previous section demonstrated
the principle of controlling the pixel spectral response via
substrate voltage bias. This model, however, does not take
into account several factors that exist in practical devices such
as non-uniform doping of the p-well, or the complex structure
of the pixel. These are expected to introduce variations from
the theoretical results.

In order to study the spectral response modulation in
a more realistic conditions we used process and device
TCAD simulations. Even though the VOD mechanism is
primarily used in CCDs, we used a 0.18μm CMOS Image
Sensor (CIS) process flow for the photodiode simulation
and replaced the starting material from p-type to n-type in
order to create the required bottom p-n junction. Since all of
the simulated process steps can be principally implemented
in CIS fabrication the TCAD simulations also serves as a
proof-of-concept for implementation of these mechanism in
modern CMOS sensors. The 2-D potential map that results
from the simulation is presented in Fig. 3(a) for �V = 0 and
in Fig. 3(b) for �V = 5V . The maximum depth of charge
collection, determined by the potential barrier crest, is marked

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional potential plots of a PPD pixel with a
VOD mechanism. The substrate voltage is applied via an electrode at the
bottom of the simulated cell. The left side of each plot is cropped through
the center of the photodiode. (a) Shows the photodiode with low bias
voltage applied to the substrate (�V = 0). It can be seen that the maximal
collection depth, marked by the dashed white line, is about 2.5 μm deep.
By applying higher bias voltage (b) the depletion region expands and the
photodiode maximal collection depth is decreased to less than 1 μm. As a
result the photodiode sensitivity to long wavelengths is significantly reduced.
In addition, it can be observed in the simulation that the sidewall potential
that separates between pixels and prevents crosstalk is not affected by the
substrate voltage so that spatial resolution and MTF of the sensor should not
be affected.

by the white dashed line. The maps show a significant
decrease of ∼2μm in the charge collection depth with no
significant effect on the full well capacity of the photodiode or
on the floating diffusion area. Such a change in the effective
photodiode depth yields a strong spectral response. The
pixel response to different wavelengths versus the VOD bias
voltage were studied using the simulation tool as well, and
are presented in Fig. 4, where each wavelength’s response is
normalized by the response for �V = 0. This results show
that the response to blue light remains fairly constant up
to �V ∼= 10 V, where the VOD barrier opens and drains the
photodiode. In comparison the response to red wavelength
drops by 30%-40% from its zero bias values. It arises from
the analysis that the spectral resolution depends on how much
the photodiode collection depth can shift. In order to allow
it enough room to travel, the p-well layer should be as thick
as possible. Relatively low doping is also required since it
allows the potential barrier location to shift dramatically with
relatively small bias voltage change. The photodiode region
itself should have slightly higher doping so that the full well
capacity will not be affected by those changes.

These simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of
introducing the VOD mechanism into an existing pixel and
then using it for spectral response control. In the presented
case no optimization was required for the simulated pixel
process itself other than changing the starting material. This
points to the potential of incorporating this mechanism to
modern CMOS imagers.
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Fig. 5. An image of a color rendition chart taken with an off-the-shelf
black and white IT-CCD. The color separation was achieved by taking
five images with different substrate bias voltages – no color filters were used
in the process. The images with different applied voltages were transformed
to RGB space using the method described in the experimental results section.
The small colored rectangles represent the original colors of the table’s patches
and serve as a benchmark to the color reconstruction quality. It can be seen
that greens and violets aren’t reconstructed as well as blues and yellows –
a problem that might be resolved with a better optimization of the pixel design
to multispectral imaging.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to perform an experimental study of the possibility
to control the pixel’s spectral response as explained we
used off-the-shelf CCDs with no color filter array and a
VOD shutter mechanism. The substrate pin of the CCD was
connected to an external voltage supply to enable biasing
of the substrate to any arbitrary value. The selected sensor
was placed in front of a monochromator, and the average
pixel response for different wavelengths versus different
substrate voltages was measured. The results, normalized for
the maximal response for each wavelength, are presented
in Fig. 5. It is apparent from the figure that as the substrate
voltage is raised the pixel response for each wavelength
becomes noticeably different. The responses reveal the fine
details of the VOD mechanism operation, and can be divided
into four stages:

1) �V ∼= 0 − 1 [V ] − There is no change in the pixel
response since the p-well is not completely depleted and
the potential barrier peak does not move.

2) �V ∼= 1 − 5 [V ] − The p-well is depleted, and the
potential barrier peak becomes shallower as the bias
voltage increases. As a result the response to longer
wavelengths is reduced.

3) �V ∼= 5−7 [V ] − The well capacity of the photodiode
itself sharply reduces due to depletion and potential
barrier lowering. Strong punch-through current drains
the integrated photoelectrons.

4) �V ∼= 7 + [V ] − The VOD barrier is completely
reduced, and all the free electrons are drained.

The results show very good distinction between responses to
different wavelengths. It is important to emphasize that the
tested CCD is a commercial device that was not designed
in any way to produce this effect. The distinct, dynamically
controlled response to each wavelength, and the fact that
no filters were required, demonstrate the feasibility of a

Fig. 6. The measured normalized response of an off-the-shelf interline
transfer CCD with a VOD shutter mechanism to different wavelengths when
applying different bias voltages to the substrate. The measurement setup is
described in the inset: The sensor is put in front of a monochromator and the
VOD bias voltage is swept from the minimal to the maximal value defined
in the device datasheet. The measured response resembles the simulated
response – longer wavelengths drop by up to 60% before the shutter is closed.

practical solution for dynamic multispectral imaging in
a single pixel.

Using Figure 5 it is possible to roughly calculate the theoret-
ical limit for the spectral resolution of a single pixel. For that
we assume two measurements, one with substrate bias of 1V,
and one with substrate bias of 5V. From the figure we see
that for 475nm and 675nm illumination the responses drops
to ∼95% and ∼65% of its 1V value respectively. Assuming a
pixel with full-well capacity (FWC) of 104 electrons (which is
slightly less than the actual FWC of the CCD we used), we get
best-case separation of 15 [e-/nm]. Assuming that the pixel is
in the shot-noise limited regime we can expect a worst-case
noise of σ = √

μ =
√

104 = 100 [e−]. To conclude, if we
require a 3σ separation we get maximal spectral resolution
of 20nm for a single pixel using with no averaging over
several frames. Note that this figure only reflects the accuracy
of the system when resolving a monochromatic illumination
source, and not its ability to separate a broad spectrum to its
components. The latter is a more challenging problem, as will
be described in the following paragraph.

In a second experiment the tested sensor was used to
reproduce an RGB image of a color rendition chart. Five raw
images of the chart were sampled, each with different substrate
bias voltage. R, G, and B images were derived out of those
five raw images using the following relation for each pixel:

�RRG B = T · �RR AW , (4)

where �RR AW is the raw response vector whose dimension
is the number of measurements with different bias voltages,
�RRG B is the RGB response vector with dim = 3, and T is the

pre-calibrated transformation matrix.
The calibration process is as follows: a set of color calibra-

tion patches with known RGB values yields the vector of the
calibration RGB values - �R′

RG B . This set of known patches
is measured in different voltage biases - �R′

R AW . Using the
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two calibration vectors the transformation matrix T is
constructed by obtaining the least square solution of the under-
determined linear system (4.) with the calibration vectors.

The resulting color image can be observed in Fig. 6. The
small rectangle inside each patch shows the original color of
the patch. The image shows the potential of the mechanism
in creating real-life color images. The tested sensor was not
optimized for the task of multispectral imaging and while it
performed well in reconstructing some of the colors, mainly
reds and blues, other colors such as greens and purples could
not be reconstructed very well. As the simulation suggests,
these problems will be solved with a dedicated pixel design.

VI. CONCLUSION

A mechanism to dynamically control the pixel spectral
response using the VOD structure was presented. This
mechanism has many potential advantages over other
methods of solid state color imaging: It generates all the
spectral data in a single pixel, does not use absorptive filters,
and can be controlled dynamically by changing the substrate
bias voltage. Since the wavelength separation is based on
voltage and absorption depth it has a continuous nature, and
is not limited by predefined filters. As we showed, these traits
make the VOD mechanism a natural candidate for an elegant
and practical multispectral imager. From the pixel design point
of view this mechanism is compatible with pinned photodiode
pixel types, and can be implemented in existing pixels without
major design change. Moreover it is an industry-proven mech-
anism already implemented in many interline transfer CCDs.

We derived an analytical expression for the normalized
spectral response versus the substrate bias voltage for the
1-dimensional case. This derivation gives good understanding
of the basic physical principle behind this phenomenon.
Next we studied the device response to monochromatic
light through TCAD simulation. The effect was tested in an
off-the-shelf black and white interline transfer CCD showing
results that resembled the simulation. Finally, a crude color
image was created without using any color filters. The image
shows on one hand the mechanism’s potential for being
the base for an RGB or a multispectral imager, and on the
other hand the difficulties in reconstructing certain colors
that emerge from the physical principles of the mechanism.
We believe that these mechanisms could be further improved
with an optimization of the VOD mechanism and PPD design
for spectral imaging purposes.
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